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THE EFFECTS OF VREETORICAL m.ETHOD OF INSTRUCTICN
VI A SELECTE9 POPULATFN OF RETICE1T STAMM'S

by "lancy J. Metzger*

-The Problen of Reticence

As early as is2a, in Uhatelv's Elements of Rhetoric, we find speech

scholars concerned with those who were unable to perforn communicative

functions effectively. Uhately focused attention on stagefright, or the

inability to Perform orally in public. Some early articles in the pro-

fessional speech journals considered stagefright as a character disorder

or as a "lack of faith." Later authorities concluded that stagefright

was related to feelings of insecurity, low self esteem, and other esk-son-
,3

ality"problems. Today, stagefright is a term that can aescribe a variety

I,--

of experiences ranging from nerveousncBs or shyness about public speaking

* to the development of nausea, hives or even fainting when a speaker is in-

volved in a formal presentation before others.

Initial concern about the problem of reticence arose when some

speech instructors encountered certain students who sought help from the

university speech clinic for difficulties not normally treated at these

facilities. These students were unable to specify their difficulties,
4

but they were generally concerned about their ability to communicate.

Some instructors noted, as well, that several students in typical class-

roomsdid not contribute very much at all. Though these students appeared

attentive and were apparently interested in the activities of the class,

they did not participate in small -group discussions nor did they ask or

answer questions, These behaviors did not appear to fit the descriptions

Nancy J. Metzger is Assistant Professor of Speech and Theatre Arts
at the University of Pittsburgh.
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of stanefright, but they 'did offer evidence of so- .t form of comnunication

Inadecuacy.

The student who has come to be called "reticent" expresses concern

about many °raj, corunicative behaviors ranging from public sneakinvto

reetinn strangers and carrying on a few minutes of snail talk. He Says

that he is esr.ecially concerned about talk withis veers and with people
5

of authority including teachers, counselors, store clerksl'even parents.

Most reticents say they feel dumb and self-conscious about their attempts

to communicate, so they choose tc avoid-communication whenever posslble.

An undergraduate student, Linda, wrote: .

My whole problen is that I hate to talk in front of people,
'whether it,be impromptu or planned. It isn't necessarily
just people I don't know, but a lot of times it's just a
group of friends or even a group of relatives. Whenever I
geXR-barrass-el or an put on the spot for a question or
co=mment, nr have to talk in front of a Group, my face turns
red.

'l am very easily swayed, so almost i:tr:nediately I am agreeing
with the opposite view and then it makes me look -like a fool
because I change my mind so rapidly. I never ask queStions
in Cass for two reasons. First, when you raise your hank,
everyone turns their attention to you and then I start to
blush. Then when I ask the questions, to me, all of a sud-
den they sound dumb. So I don't bother.

And from Susan:

I have a lot of difficulty talking to people informally.
I can usually handle any discourse which has a formal basis
with only nervousness and stuttering. However, group
meetings or casual conversations are very hard for me and I
usually do not say anything in such situations. Meetfitig

people always strains me. I usually respond to them very
bluntly and mispronounce my words. The hardest people for
me to talk with are guys ry age. I also find it difficult
to talk with anyone at meals, parties, dorm raps,.or,in
class. When I'm approached ata party, even though I might
want to get to know the person, I can never seem to convey
my interests.

Some reticents want to be "perfect" communicators, as they see others



to he. -At tte s37e sire, they thick gerfection is urattlinatl for tv.te-

Perfection" is usually ccrLeived by the keticent as Pronouncing all-the;

words correctly, rever pausitg for rore tinh a few seconis ashen exor,:ssirg

an idea or encaoirg in conversation with someone, always hdvirn sc,-ethinfr

to say_for_Tiery eccasionexpressing_itim_ergani7.ed and correct

4.Dr.-;, etc. The.reticent sees hinself always nispronouncinn 1;r41.7es ,

sturblic; over ideas, or an. other ways playing the fool, while he sect,

others as. natural ard snooth in their talk.

The reticent feels that he is toe only person who exCeriences tte

problems he describes; he feels that he is an atypical communicator. In

this respect, the reiicentlight be called egocentric, lacking the abil-

ity to engage in dual perspective, or unable d. . . to identify with the ''.

r ...
needs, values, and desires of others in order to understand, and hence,

6

Persvadethe71.fl Due, perhaps, to his egocentrism, the reticent has a

limited understanding of the connective function of discourse through

rutual creation of reaning. Rather, the reticent views communication as

fornulae, routines to be discovered and in tnd for their own

right.

Thus, the reticept stands in awe of .the communicative process and

feels'very ruch alone in his silence, a choice which appears to him less

threatening than participation in an arena which he doesn't understand.

He waits for some magic to rescue him from his silence and recreate.bim,

as a perfect communicator.

-Instructional Respons- to Reticence

The original group of thirty-seven students selected as reticent

was-gathered together in 1965 and taught by six instructors wbo established



close contact with students in an atte-pt to help thei nfbel better"

about communi-ation and to guide them in accomplishment of self-defined

£, gcals. Instruction was geared -:ore toward helping students gain confi.,

Bence and willingness.to communicate than toward improved communicative

skill. Instructional goals necessitated personal conferences with stu-

dents, which were cathartic sessions for some students who detailed their

conmunication problems. Instructors,atterpted to demonstrate user-
s

'standing and acceptarce of the reticent students' lifficulties.

Response to this pedagogy was evaluated as good, based primarily

on changes In students' reports of increased self-confidence. it was,

howeer,-tleanly uneconomical to reintain a program with a six to one

.student - teacher ratio- More important, changes'in communicition ability
7

of the students were minimal.

A subsequent approach'to instruction of reticents applied syste-

matic desensitization and progressive relaxation to help quell physical

reactions to fear in speaking situations. But' those who improved with

this method-were students who feared public performance specificallY-

The method of instruction was found to be ineffective with students who
p

exprei'sed a range of communication problems not tied to formal speaking
8

experiences.

Recently, a rhetorical method of instruction has been used with
9

reticent students. The goals of this method, strategies used, and ef-
.

fectiveness with reticents will be discussed in the remainder of this

paper.

Rhetorical pedagogy is based on two goals: (1) revision.of the ret-
.

icent's perception about the communication process and his role in it

and (2) acquisition of skills for increased communicative effectiveness
4.
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in a.nurber of forral arA infcmal sreakirp situations. RI:etorically-

based pedagogy offers ro guarantees to the reticent, but it seeks to

equip hir with a conrunicative perscective and a variety of strategies

which can aid him in neiotiation with others to rore effective ends. -

Rhetorical instruction stresses conranicative effectiveness as the result

of 7utual responsibility generated by dual perspective; it airs to teach

the reticent critical questions that he can ask about goals, audiences

and situations, and alternative strategies which cadhelp orient him to

a given situation. Further, rhetorical instruction airs to increase the

reticent's repertoire of roles or strategies so that he may rove, )eyond

his self-Prescription of silence.
-

A lon6titudinal study was con'ucted to determine the effects of the -

'rhetorical nethoa of instruction described with a selected population of

10
reticent students. Twenty students, ten male and ten female, were

of seventy-five who volunteered fdr interviews to

for a special speech offering, part of the required

selected from a pool

determine their-need

speech course at The Pennsylvania State University.

-The.interviews sought to determine whether students (1) were

awkward, inept,,or incompetent-in informal oral performance during the

interview, (2) verbalized concern about their perceived inadequacies,

and (3) voluntarily asked for an opportunity to work on their problems
go'

in asoecial section of the speech course.

Those who volunteered for interviews were asked whether they were

willing to be placed in the section to be studied. They were apprised

of the fact that in this secticn they would participate in five vIdeo-

taped'interviews over an approximate twelve -month period. Persons un-

'willing to participate in the section under these conditions were

6



assigned to an alternative special-section. ti
-

Rhetorical instructicn was aired at two basic goals:

1. The student will verbalize an alteration of his parcel,-
Voris of.himself in coTimunicative settings. He will
demontrate this alteration in response.to specific
questions asked about the way he feels in particular
-comunicative settings.

2. The student 'will demonstrate communication skills
sufficient to cope with those situations= which he
has defined as ones with which he. has been heretofore
unable to cone. Such skills will:be chosen by the
student. Furthermore, the student will, in conjunc-
tion with the instructor, generate a plan of action
designed to meet the ggals (-acquire the skills), and
he will rehearse in class and produce evidence that he
has met the goals in performance outside of the-class-
room. The student will also judge his own performance
and generate methods to compensate for whatever inad-.
eguacies he perceives,

The second goal involved six specific steps. The student will:
0

(1) specify goals for his behavior in selected situations outside of,

class, (2) analyze his audience and aspects of the situation as they

might affect his accomplishment of goals, (3) prepare alternative stra-

tegies lre might use in goal accomplishment and learn a method of organiza-

tion for communication appropriate to 'formal and informal situations,

-01-rehea-r-s-e 'f.h-itte:strategieswith other students in small groups, (5)

complete his goals in situations outside of class, (5) report back to th4

class on the degree of success achieved and alternatiie strategies whiCh

might have been more successful. c

There were:.three methods used to assess the effects of the instruc-

-
tion on the students: (1) a journal of class descriptions kept by the in-

'structor for the duration of the course from which was culled a case his-

tory of each student, (2) a series of five videotaped interviews with

students over an approximate twelve-month period from which student*

7



reports of innrovement were transcribed, drd (3) internretatitn of these

interviews by the-instructor and by eight selected outside observers to

assess student inprover2nt.

The journal of description'& and evaluations of each class:Session

was developed following the clinical history technique descrfbed by

11 12 13

:menninger and case studies -of White and Riesran. A student-was-3udged_
14

irproved when: (1) he defined and analyzed a ccmmunicatiie goal; (2) he

completed situation and audience analysis, planned his strategy and/or

'altered his goal accordingly;'(3) he used structural p]anning to-organize
15 %.

remarks in both formal and,inforzal situations; (4) he rehearsed a variety

of communicative strategies related to-his goal with the lelp of others in
C

a small group; (5) he completed the required number of goa& in.situations

outside of class; and (6) he displayed willingness to Participate in and

ability to sustain conversations in and out of class. Student Improvement

was rated as noticeable, adequate, or minimal, based on the degree to

which the behaviors listed above were performed.

Videotaped interviews with students were approximately five to

seven minutes in length. 111ey were scheduled at five intervals: before

the first class as part of the process of admission, at the seventh week

of the class, at the tenth week (termination) of the class, approximately

ten weeks later; and approximately six months later. The interviews

were spliced together in this sequence for each student:

The interviews sought to determine what students believed about

'their inadequacies in communication and increased skill over time (specj-
,

fic examples were solicited), to what extent these Changes could be at-

tributed to instruction (specific examples were solicited), whether the

students' communication durinn the interviews appeared congruent with

8
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ti

their verbalizatizins Pif", 1rd 1,)-at students said ;.bout

their Perceptions of self if, the crocess and changes -1.11

air

these percept-isms over tire. Pr evaluation of noticeable, adequate, or

if7prove7-Pet was recorded ;se eac student:

FCIr Sr:eeCTI if,structors tired 4r rhetorical pedagogy for reticent

;:ljtaped interviews with all the students.f..cour

al instructors with siriiar training in rlietorical-bedagogy ob-
.

served the interviews with sroe.-.ulents. used -on their "instructional

experiencelobservers were aslei to record impressipns, citing specific
3

referents for their impressions, about What the students said and how the
lg

stuents behaved., Observers were asked to record a final judgment of

i7orove7ent, no change, or regression for each student.

Using the julc-eits from the three sources the instructor-maae a

firal judgment about he progress of each student. *These judgments -were

-recorded as r.oticeable, aaeguate, or minimal impipmement. Of the original

twenty students, nineteen.comoleted the. study. Seven were assessed as
0,

having made adequate improvement and three were assessed as having,maele

minimal improves ,en

-here seemed-to be-an association between imarovement*of students

and their ability to apply,rhatorical methods to communication. The

students-who improved noticeably said that they continued to use rhetorical

I

methods after the course had ended, while those who made minimal :improve-

ti

rent verbalized little use for such-k; approach. In the interviews with

students toward the end of and after the course, for example, student§

offered the following observations about their communicative behavior:

1. Increased spcial conversationyith the use of rhetoricAl
techniques (Preparing topics for conversation; initiating.
conversation, using structural-skills).

9
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2. Increased participation in.classes.

3.- Use of goal sating for social conversation situations,
confei-ences with an advisor, and'in genera) planning..

Ao

4. Increased and more positive responses from other peopler:?
which-encouraged communication. attempts.

5. Les's- concentration on,reactions.such as blushing, for-
getting, mixing UD words, and more concentration on ways
to appeal to the audienc&more effectively'iA a given, .

situation.

6.- Revision of self image from that of shy nonparticipator
to more capable communicator. Revision of self 'image
led to fewer reactions- of apathy, exclOsion, discourage-
mentin communicative situatiens. Students felt they
now had.a choice about whether or not to participate
because they knew they had sufficient Thetorstcal. skill
to participate if,they wanted-to..

7. AcceptanCe of positions Of leadersh0 or attention.
*

Approximately one third of the members of the class ,o,

vohntheredfor-orwere-eTe.cted.b)-positions such as
fraternity officer, horticulture show manager, dormt
tory counselor; undergradu'ate. teaching intern.

Intere-st in additional sbeech -c-1-asses in advanced public

speaking and debate.

The methods of goal definition and goal analysis, use of the struc-

tural technique, and rehearsal of alternative strategies iii small groups
. -- _

. , .

worked most effectively in the

%

class. Students feported that the struc-

tural technique was.particularly"helpful in organizing information for a

public speaking situation. It was also helpful in handling social con-
-,

0
OP

versatien responsibilities of initiation, bypassing awkward-pauses, making

transitions into differenE"topics, and elaborating on-a topic.

Thus, reticent students who experienced a rhetorical method of in--

struction geue,-..111y revised their view pf the communication process and

their role in it. Most developed greater'identification with others which

allowed thili.to reaiisPcs belierthat their problem were atypical

-Rd(' strive for neaotiatiiin with others for achievement of goals. Further,

10
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, .

students implemented specific rhetorical techniques in a variety'of
C

. 7 c

communicative situations,oftside the cla;'sropm. The rhetorical perspec-
. . -

tive offeredtfiefi encouragement p face these situations and alternative

;ski 11s to.negotiate-them.

. The rhetorical apptoach to instruction offered no prescriptions,

.

howeger; no magic W.transform the reticent into a perfect communicator.

Perhaps the
:

few students oho made minimal improvement with this method

wire not persugued that manic would not happen.

tl

ti

'
0
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FOOTNOTES

1":" Richard Whately, Elements of Rhetoric, ed. Douglas Ehninger o
(Carbondale: University of Southern Illinois Press, 1963).

.

2. A. T. -Robinson, "The Faith-Cure inPublic Speakiipg," Quarterly
(Journal of Speech. (October,. 1916), 221-228. '

3. .1-loward'Gilkinson"Social fears' as Reporte d 113, Studenits in.

College Speech-Classes,'Speedi Monographs, IX- (1942), 141 -1.60 and Paul
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